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season airlines can sold the subclasses which has higher price
because there are much occupant. However, when the low
season come airlines can’t easily sell the ticket because they
got less occupant. To attract more passengers in low season
airlines usually sell more promo ticket which has the lowest
price.
The main problem is if the airlines too much sell the
promo ticket the allocation will be unbalance and there are any
chance that the airlines will get loss. To prevent this, airlines
must determine the seat allocation of each subclass before they
sell it. The other problem is to doing this there are many
constraint and variable so that make it quite complicated
moreover they do it manually.
Until recently, few airlines still doing the seat allocation
manually. It will make the solutions are less accurate and take
more time. Even more the airlines have more than one flight in
each day. Less accurate in this case will not only impact at the
revenue which they will gain but also in the seat load factor of
the flight. Frequently, the airlines will get less revenue or loss
if the solution is less accurate.
The EMSR method of Belobaba[2] is an heuristic which
frequently used by airlines nowadays. EMSR (Expected
Marginal Value) generate nested protection level in nested
seat allocation model. Renwick E Curry [14] proposed a new
method in seat allocation by combining the marginal seat
revenue with mathematical programming. By combining these
method they can handle larger problem in seat allocation.
Optimal the seat allocation between two flight which has
different departure time was proposed by Chen, et al [15]. It
uncover the structure of optimal booking policies through four
monotone switching curves. Dan Zhang, William L. Cooper
[16] consider the simultaneous seat- inventory control of a set
of parallel flight using the dynamic customer choice. They
create a simulation-based technique to solving the stochastic
optimization problem and also describe heuristics based upon
an extension of a well-known linear programming
formulation. Feng Y, and Xiao B [17] consider an airline seatinventory control problem with multiple origins, one hub and
one destination. This study presents a stochastic control model
and develops optimal control rules. The basic model is
subsequently distended to consider multiple fares on each
route, time-dependent demands, and booking control on an
extended network. Wen Zhao and Yu-Seng Zheng [18] claim

Abstract—. Low season is always be a big problem for the
airlines as the occupant hugely decreased when compared to
peak season. Generally, to attract more occupant in low season
the airlines will sell more discount fare but the other hand they
must balancing the seat allocation to avoid loss. This paper
proposed new approach to optimizing the seat allocation. This
approach using new algorithm which use the basic concept from
reinforcement learning called reinforcement programming. First,
we using the previous data to random the initial set of solution.
Afterward we enforce some rule and objective function to make
initial solution move toward the best solution. Finally, solution
will show the revenue and a set of seat allocation for each
subclass. We compare result of our idea into several optimization
algorithm. The experimental result show the effectiveness of our
idea to solve this seat allocation problem.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Seat Inventory Management is a practice of balancing the
number of seats at a low price / discount and the number of
seats at a high price in order to maximize the revenue of the
total seat and load factors. Seat Inventory Management is one
of several important elements in the ARM (Airlines Revenue
Management) commonly used by the airline to carry out the
management of revenue. Many methods were developed to
perform seat inventory management one of them is
optimization.
In the airlines, optimization is used for balancing the
allocation of the airfares/seat so they know how many
ticket/seat which must be sold each class to obtain major
profit. Usually, airlines sell some kind of ticket which have
heterogeneous price depend of the service. Generally, we
know that there are three types of ticket which sold by airlines
there are Executive/First/Business Class, Economy Class and
Promo class but the facts are the airlines sold more than three
types of ticket in each flight which derived from this classes
they often called it subclasses. Subclass using NATO phonetic
codes to distinguish each other such as C for Charlie, A for
Alpha and etc.
Airlines not only optimize the number of tickets which
they sell to gain major profit. It depend of situation which
commonly known as low season and peak season. At peak
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using reinforcement programming, genetic algorithm, particle
swarm optimization, simulated annealing and ant colony
optimization it observed clearly that reinforcement
programming has the best performance among algorithm and
second best profit. So among the others algorithm it clearly
seen that reinforcement programming has the best
performance of all. This algorithm suitable for implemented in
this case. In the future we will extend our system with
forecasting system which processed during the optimization.
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